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Abstract
Algorithms for tactile data processing heavily rely on the generation of tactile
images representing the contact pressure distribution. This approach allows to exploit existing algorithms for image processing, but requires the integration of the
tactile elements on a flat surface. Robot skin technologies introduce challenges
related to the non-regular distribution of the tactile elements and the non-planar
surface over which they are integrated. In this paper, we present a method to address these challenges by developing a local filtering technique directly applicable
on large-area tactile sensing systems. The proposed filter can process the contact
distribution without the need of intermediate steps that are required in the typical
method of generating a tactile image. We particularly focus on the design of a filter
to detect sharp variations in the contact distribution, i.e. edges. The approach is
validated in a task of planar contour following performed using a robot equipped
with two different end-effectors (planar and non-planar) sensorized with largearea tactile sensing technology. Additional experiments have been performed to
evaluate strengths and limitations of the proposed approach with respect to tactile
image-based data processing techniques.
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Introduction

Tactile sensors for robots are crucial in the realization of complex tasks related to manipulation and control [1], objects or textures recognition [2], and touch based control [3].
Technological advancements have recently enabled the realization of complex largearea tactile systems, namely robot skins, composed of thousands of distributed transducers which can be conformed to curved surfaces and can potentially cover the whole
robot body [4–8]. Despite the large number of tactile sensors technologies available,
there is still a lack of standards at hardware level. Indeed, tactile sensing systems
mainly differ in terms of: (i) transduction principles; (ii) spatial resolution (possibly
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non-regular); (iii) conformability on complex surfaces [9]. This makes it challenging
to design tactile data processing algorithms that can be applied on such a large variety
of devices.
To cope with the above differences, tactile data processing is usually performed by
transforming raw sensor measurements into representations abstracted from the specific sensing technology adopted. In particular, a widely exploited technique consists
in mapping raw sensor data into a tactile image, i.e. a planar representation of the contact pressure distribution [2]. This transformation is performed by resampling a planar
distribution of tactile sensors with a regular grid. The value of each pixel forming the
image is then computed by interpolating the raw measurements provided by the tactile
elements. The main advantage of this method is that algorithms developed for images
can be directly applied to the tactile sensing domain when the shape of the contact distribution needs to be processed [2]. In the literature, several works proposed the use of
tactile images generated from planar tactile sensing devices for contact shape classification [2, 10–13] or processing and features extraction [14–18]. The major limitation
of tactile images is that they can only be directly generated from sensors distributed on
a planar surface.
An example of a robot skin system is given in Figure 1(a). As visible from the
picture, the tactile sensing elements are distributed over a curved surface, impeding the
ability to directly generate a planar tactile image from this sensors distribution.
In our previous work [19], we showed that the application of tactile images is still
valid for a robot skin system, after applying a set of geometric transformations creating a flat representation of the skin geometry. Although the method is effective, it
requires several processing steps. Furthermore, the planarization of the robot skin system can introduce distortions in the resulting tactile image and further processing may
be required to cope with them. The use of tactile images to process robot skin data
is necessary since, to the best of our knowledge, there is no direct way to process the
tactile measurements when sensors are placed over complex surfaces with non-regular
distribution.
The contribution of this paper is to present a technique to directly process the contact pressure distribution captured by a robot skin system without the need of intermediate steps required to generate tactile images. Therefore, the proposed method is
independent of the spatial arrangement of the tactile elements and the surface over
which they are integrated. Moreover, it is based on the idea of extending the concept of
local processing, which is at the core of the majority of filtering techniques for images,
to robot skin data. This extension is not straightforward: while in an image the pixel’s
neighbourhood has a fixed structure, tactile elements composing a robot skin system
do not have this property due to the non-regular spatial arrangement of the sensors. In
particular, within the scope of this paper, the specific problem of processing the contact
distribution to extract edges is addressed. The detection of this geometric feature is important for dexterous manipulation, as demonstrated by previous works addressing this
problem with the use of tactile images [14, 15, 17, 18], by using optical tactile sensing
technologies which directly provide an image of the contact distribution [16] or by using raw sensor measurements [20,21]. However, the latter are based on Bayesian active
exploration and the processing of contact shape (which is the focus of this paper) is not
considered.
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Figure 1: The proposed method of edge detection filtering applied to a non-planar
robot skin patch. (a) The CySkin technology integrated on a curved surface. Green
circles correspond to independent pressure transducers. (b) A contact with two fingers.
(c) Robot skin response (top view); darker dots correspond to lower responses. (d)
Filtered robot skin response (top view).
Figure 1 illustrates the outcome of the proposed approach, where the contours of
the contact distribution generated by two fingers pressing over a non-planar surface are
correctly extracted. The idea behind the approach is to represent the surface covered
with the robot skin system as a mesh describing local connections among the tactile
elements. A filtering technique is then designed on top of this mesh. It is worth noting
that, in the literature, several techniques have been proposed to perform filtering operations on meshes, such as smoothing [22], features extraction [23] or denoising [24].
However, while previous works aimed at filtering the mesh geometry or at finding geometric features in the mesh representing the surface, in this paper the goal is not to
filter the mesh geometry itself but a contact pressure distribution applied on it. The
proposed technique is validated in a task of planar contour following, where robot skin
is integrated on two types of end-effectors: (i) a small flat end-effector with 20 tactile
elements; (ii) a large and non-planar end-effector with 211 tactile elements. Furthermore, a comparison between the proposed method and an approach based on tactile
images is presented, followed by an analysis of strengths and weaknesses of the proposed approach.
The manuscript is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces some preliminary definitions. Section 3 describes the proposed filtering technique. The edge detection filter
is described in Section 4. Section 5 describes the experiments performed to validate
the proposed method. Results and discussions are presented in Section 6. Conclusion
follows.
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2

Preliminaries and Problem Description

The robot skin system is composed of N distributed transducers, called taxels, mounted
on a rigid non-planar manifold S with a non-regular spatial distribution. The taxels are
assumed to be covered or embedded in a continuous and deformable material (see Figure 2 as a reference). The position of each taxel ti ∈ ℜ3 is assumed to be known with
respect to a given reference frame. As sketched in Figure 2, a pressure distribution
applied on the top surface, namely Γ, produces a deformation. Let us consider a continuous function p(·) related to the deformation of Γ. Thus, we can define the response
of the i-th taxel pi = p(ti ) equivalent to the spatial sampling of the function p(·). The
structure of p(·) is not known; however, its geometrical characteristics can be analyzed
through the knowledge of its sampled form.
The taxel responses p(ti ), along with their positions in the space ti , provide a discrete information of the pressure distribution applied on S at a given time instant. The
assumptions introduced above refer to a class of robot skin systems composed of a
number of independent tactile elements rigidly attached to the robot surface. Several examples of technologies matching these assumptions can be found in the literature [4–6, 8, 25–27].
The problem addressed in this paper is to introduce a filtering technique to compute
the values p̂(ti ), encoding edges in the contact distribution. Within the scope of this
work, an edge is intended as a sharp variation in the contact shape.
Although edges could be computed using existing methods based on tactile images, the
procedure would require to: (i) transform the non-planar skin geometry into a planar
structure and map the taxel measurements on it; (ii) resample the planar skin geometry
to obtain a regular grid; (iii) compute the pressure value associated to each pixel in
the grid; (iv) apply an edge detection filter; (v) invert the transformations by backprojecting the filtered pixels both to the planar and non-planar representation of the
skin.
In contrast with existing methods, this paper presents an approach allowing to compute p̂(ti ) directly processing the raw measurements p(ti ), without the need of any
transformation step. In image processing, edge detection or generic filtering operations are commonly performed exploiting neighbourhood information: pixel values are
computed by considering nearby points. The method proposed in this paper follows
the same concept: the values p̂i (ti ) are computed by considering the measurement of
adjacent taxels.

Figure 2: Working principle of the class of robot skin systems considered in this paper.
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3

Local Processing For Robot Skin

Pixels in images are arranged as a planar grid, making the neighborhood of each pixel
well defined. This does not hold for a robot skin system due to the non-regular placement of tactile elements. Therefore, before discussing about local processing, the concept of neighbourhood or adjacency for taxels must be defined and encoded in a proper
data structure. As proposed in [19], a suitable approach to represent taxels positions
and their proximity relations is by defining a skin mesh. In this representation, taxels
are connected by edges (similarly to a graph structure) which provide both topological and geometric information. Let T = {t1 , . . . , tN } be the set containing the position
of each taxel. The Delaunay triangulation [28] applied to T allows to define a N × N
matrix E describing topological relations among adjacent tactile elements:
(
1, if taxels i and j are connected
E = [E]i j = [E] ji =
(1)
0, otherwise
The set T containing taxel positions and the adjacency matrix E can be used to define
a mesh S∗ = (T, E), representing a piecewise linear approximation of the sensorized
surface S.
While T and E provide information on the topological connections among the taxels, the geometric relations, representing the distance among connected elements, can
be represented with a matrix D ∈ RN×N , defined as:
D = [D]i j = [D] ji = kti − t j kEi j

(2)

where Di j = 0 for non-connected elements.
The information given by the adjacency matrix E can be used to compute the values
p̂i (ti ) taking into account the response of nearby sensors. In this paper, the filtered
values are computed as:
p̂(ti ) = p(ti )wii +

∑

p(t j )w ji

(3)

j∈adj(i)

where w ji ∈ ℜ are scalar weight coefficients and adj(i) is the adjacency list of the i-th
taxel defined as:
adj(i) = { j} ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , N} : Ei j = 1
Equation (3), representing a weighted sum of the taxel responses, can be rewritten in
a more compact form by imposing Eii = 1 for i = {1, . . . N}. Therefore, Equation (3)
becomes:
p̂(ti ) = ∑ p(t j )w ji
(4)
j∈adj(i)

It is worth noting that if taxels were arranged as a matrix (like pixels in an image)
and wi j were constants, Equation (4) would correspond to a 2D convolution operation
performed with a 3x3 squared kernel (see Figure 3(a)). A graphical representation of
Equation (4) applied to a generic skin mesh is represented in Figure 3(b).
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Figure 3: Adjacent taxels considered when computing Equation (3). (a) Taxels arranged as a flat 2D matrix. In this case Equation (3) corresponds to a convolutional
operation performed with a 3×3 kernel mask. (b) Generic non-regular spatial arragement of taxels placed over a non-planar surface.
An Equation similar to (4) is used in Graph Convolutional Neural Networks to compute
features in the hidden layers with wi j learned at training time [29]. However, similarly
to the image processing domain, it will be shown that a proper choice of the weights
wi j allows to design a filter. In this paper, they are computed to highlight edges in the
pressure distribution, as described in the next Section.

4

Edge Detection on Robot Skin Data

In image processing, edges can be detected in grayscale images by looking for variations in the luminance of nearby pixels. This is usually performed by designing convolutional masks approximating the first or second order derivative [30]. The concept
for tactile data processing is similar. A gradient-based operator can be considered to
highlight high-frequency spatial variations in the taxel responses. However, some differences must be considered. Due to the regular structure of an image, the weights
approximating the derivative in an edge detection mask: (i) are constant; (ii) they can
be computed separately for rows and columns [30]. This does not hold for robot skin
due to the non-regular spatial distribution of the taxels. One possibility to overcome
this problem is to compute an approximation of the directional derivative along the
t −t
vector ki j = Dj i j i . Therefore the weights wi j can be computed as:
( p(t +D k )−p(t )
i
ij ij
i
, if i 6= j
Di j
wi j =
(5)
0,
otherwise
It is clear that the weights computed with Equation (5) are not constant for each taxel.
Indeed they depend on Di j and ki j that change when different set of taxels are considered. The weights in Equation (5) can be substituted in Equation (4), leading to:
p̂(ti ) =

∑
j∈adj(i)

p(t j )

p(ti + Di j ki j ) − p(ti )
Di j
6

(6)

Therefore, p̂(ti ) can be interpreted as the response to the input p(ti ) of a spatially
varying linear filter.
By computing Equation (6), even small variations on the intensity values among
adjacent taxels are detected. Since the goal is to focus on strong variations corresponding to edges, a tresholding operation must be performed on the values p̂i (ti ), thus
obtaining:
(
1, if p̂(ti ) > ε
(7)
p̄(ti ) =
0, otherwise
where ε is a value that must be properly tuned to highlight edges in the contact shape.
Figure 1 shows an example of the result of this filtering applied on human fingers
pressing on a non-planar sensorized surface. As it can be seen, the values p̄i (ti ) mapped
on the robot skin mesh allow to extract the contour of the fingers. Another example is
shown in Figure (4) where a pen is pressed on a small planar surface.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Columns (a) and (b) show a line profile on the skin response obtained pressing
a pen on a small flat sensorized surface in two configurations. Column (c) shows a step
profile obtained using a note cube pressed on a small flat sensorized surface. The
images on the first row show the objects in contact with the sensor. The second row
images show the robot skin responses mapped on the skin mesh (darker dots correspond
to lower responses). The third row images show the filtered values mapped on the skin
mesh. It can be seen that the contour of the line edge and the step edge are correctly
extracted. In the case of (a) and (b) (line profile) two contours are extracted since the
filter detects a variation on both sides of the pen.
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5
5.1

Experimental Validation
Contour Following

The developed filter was validated in the simple task of planar contour following performed using a robot equipped with a sensorized end-effector. This Section describes
Object contour

d-Effector

Figure 5: The end-effector in contact with the contour of an object. The green area
represents the sensorized surface. The sets of connected taxels representing edges in the
contact shape are extracted and their orientation is used to compute the robot motion.
how the planar motions of the robot are computed based on the perception of edges in
the contact shape. Consider Figure 5 as a reference. The robot end-effector is in contact
with the contour of the object and the z-axis of its reference frame is perpendicular to
the object surface. The end-effector must be commanded to compute a roto-translation
movement around the point xR , proceeding along the edge profile. It is assumed that
all the geometric vectors are referred to the end-effector frame.
The first step that needs to be performed consists in extracting the components representing edges from the skin mesh and in computing their orientation with respect to
the x-axis. As visible in Figure 4, there could be more than one set of taxels representing edges in the contact shape. Each single edge must be identified and extracted
to compute its orientation. This is done by computing the connected components [31]
from the skin mesh where p̄i (ti ) = 1. This operation can be performed with a BFS
visit [31]. As an outcome K connected components Ck with k = {1, . . . , K} are computed, where the k-th component contains the indexes of the taxels connected by topological edges where p̄(ti ) = 1. Therefore, each connected component Ck represents a
set of taxels describing an edge in the contact distribution.
Then, to compute the planar motion of the end-effector, elements belonging to the
connected components have to be projected on to the xy plane described in Figure 5,
thus computing:
∀h ∈ Ck
t̃h = (I − n| n)th
(8)
k = {1, . . . , K}
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where n ∈ R3 is a unit vector oriented as the z-axis and I is the identity matrix.
Once the positions of the taxels belonging to Ck have been projected on the plane,
the orientation θk , related to Ck , with respect to the x-axis is computed as described
in [32]. The technique presented in [32] assumes to compute the geometric moments
of a distribution of pixels. In the proposed case, the moments are computed, for each
Ck , on the sets of projected taxels positions t̃h .
The last step is to compute centroid xC of the taxels associated to p̄(ti ) = 1 (see
Figure 5). This is done by computing the center of mass of the distribution of points
described by Equation 8.
Then, the rotational movement of the end-effector around the point xR is given by
θ̄ , which is computed by averaging all over the θk . The translational part of the motion
is instead computed as:


s cos(θ̄ )
δ x = xC2 − xR2 
(9)
0
where s ∈ R represents the step size, defining the length of the translation movement
of the end-effector along the edge.

5.2

Experiments Description

The approach is experimentally validated on the CySkin robot skin [33]. It is a robot
skin technology composed of interconnected triangular modules that can be adapted to
curved surfaces. Each module contains up to 11 capacitive transducers capturing the
pressure distribution generated by a normal force applied on the sensorized surface.
The pitch among each taxel is 7.5 mm and tactile measurements are sampled at 20
Hz. To validate the filtering technique proposed in this paper, CySkin was integrated
on two different end-effectors (see Figure 6). The first is flat and contains 20 taxels.
The second is non-planar and contains 221 taxels. Both end-effectors were fixed on a

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The two end-effectors used to validate the proposed approach.(a) Planar
tactile patch: 20 taxels.(b) Non-planar tactile patch: 211 taxels.
Franka Emika arm, which is used to perform the contour following task on two objects:
a ruler (a straight line path) and a mug (a circular path). Figure 7 shows the objects and
the non-planar end-effector in contact with them. The reference position xR described
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Object used to validate the proposed approach. (a) Robot following a ruler
of 25 mm lenght and 1 mm thickness. (b) Robot following the contour of a mug of 81
mm and 75 mm outer and inner diameters respectively.
in Section 5.1 is highlighted in white in Figure 6. It corresponds to the center of the
flat end-effector, while for the non-planar case it coincides with one of the positions of
the taxel lying on the curvature.
The proposed technique was compared with a tactile image based approach in the
case of the non-planar end-effector. The processing pipeline needed to create a tactile
image and summarized at end of Section 2 was used [19]. The tactile image is generated by resampling the flattened skin geometry with a step of 1 mm, generating an
image of 74 × 132 pixels. The edges are extracted on the tactile image using the Canny
operator [30]. Pixels corresponding to edges are then back-projected on the skin mesh,
and the motion directions are computed as described in Section 5.1.
The experiments were performed using the following tapping-based procedure:
1. the robot starts from a random initial configuration where the end-effector is
placed over the contour of the object that must be followed;
2. the robot proceeds with constant velocity along the z-axis until a contact is detected with tactile sensors;
3. the robot is controlled to apply a constant desired force along the z-axis of 15 N;
4. once the force controller reaches the steady state, the tactile measurements are
filtered to extract the edges and the motion command is computed as described
in Sections 4 and 5.1;
5. the end-effector is lifted of 1 cm and its position and orientation are adjusted
according to what explained in Section 5.1.
6. after the end-effector is correctly repositioned, the robot starts again from step
(2) until the object contours are fully explored.
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(c)
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Figure 8: Example of circular contour. Red dots correspond to the position of xR at each
contact. The blue lines represent the inner and outer perimeter of the mug. The blue
dot corresponds to initial the position of xR . The exploration is performed clockwise.
(a) Planar end-effector - proposed method. (b) Planar end-effector - tactile image based
(c) Non-planar end-effector - proposed method. (d) Non-planar end-effector - tactile
image based.
This procedure has been repeated three times for each object and end-effector using a
step size s of 5 mm.
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Results and Discussions

Figure 8 reports the outcome of one of the three experiments of contour following performed on the mug. Both cases of the planar and non-planar end-effector are provided.
Red dots correspond to the position of xR at each contact. The blue dot represents the
position of xR at the first contact. The blue lines represent the inner and outer perimeter
of the mug.
To evaluate whether the contours of the objects were correctly tracked, the position
of xR at each contact was recorded. Let xl be the position of xR at the l-th contact
with the object, with l = {2, . . . L} and L is the total number of contacts between the
end-effector and the object in the single experiment. The index l starts from 2 since the
initial position of the end-effector was not considered while computing the error.
The tracking error in the case of the circular path was computed as follows. The
points xl were centered in the origin and they were transformed in polar coordinates, so
that for each point xl a radius rl and an angle αl were computed. Then the real position
of the contour for the angle αl is given by x̄l = r̄[cos(αl ) sin(αl )]| where r̄ = 39.5 mm
is the real radius of the mug (the dashed line in Figure 8). For each pair of xl , x̄l the
11

Table 1: Results of the contour following task performed with the small planar endeffector.
¯
Object
Method
d(mm)
σ̄d (mm) dM (mm)
Ruler Proposed approach 0.97
0.67
2.99
Ruler
Tactile Image
0.89
0.49
2.93
Mug Proposed approach 1.53
0.87
4.16
Mug
Tactile Image
1.34
0.85
3.53
Table 2: Results of the contour following
effector.
Object
Method
Ruler Proposed approach
Ruler
Tactile Image
Mug Proposed approach
Mug
Tactile Image

task performed with the non-planar end¯
d(mm)
σ̄d (mm) dM (mm)
1.12
0.70
4.11
1.12
0.53
2.38
1.86
0.96
5.21
1.81
0.82
6.12

distance dl = kxl − x̄l k was computed.
In the case of the ruler, which was fixed parallel to one of the axes of the robot, we
computed dl = kxl2 − ck, where c represents the offset of the line with respect to the
robot base.
For each one of the three experiments the following statistics were computed: (i)
the mean distance; (ii) the standard deviation; (iii) the maximum distance.
Tables 1 and 2 summarized the results obtained in all the three experiments reporting: d¯ the average of the mean distances, σ̄ the mean standard deviation and dM the
maximum distance across all the three experiments.
It must be noted that the results presented in Table II are affected by an uncertainty
of the position of the taxels. This uncertainty is due to the procedure (manually performed) required to integrate the tactile sensors over non-planar geometries [34–37].
Since the geometry of the large end-effector used in the experiments is simple, the taxels position has been estimated with a small uncertainty of 1 mm. On the contrary, for
flat tactile sensor geometries, the position of the taxels is exactly known from the CAD
model and the results showed in Table I are not affected by any uncertainty.
Results show that with both techniques the object contour is tracked with good
accuracy. Indeed, the thickness of the ruler and the mug (respectively 1 mm and 3
mm) are lower than the pitch among the sensors, which is 7.5 mm. It can be seen
from the Tables that the maximum error is much lower than the pitch. The method
based on tactile images performs slightly better, providing a smoother reconstruction
of the contour of the object. The mean difference among each d¯ computed with the two
methods is 0.295 mm (see Tables 1 and 2).
Indeed, the current limitation of the proposed method is that the contours extracted
with Equation (4) exactly correspond to the positions ti . This in general is not true
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since the edge may pass through two adjacent taxels (see Figures 1 and 4). This is
clearly related to the resolution of the skin mesh. A finer pitch among the sensor would
lead to more precise results. On the contrary, the filtering based on tactile images
allows to reconstruct edges lying across the vertices composing the mesh. Indeed, with
tactile image based methods the skin geometry is usually resampled using a grid with
a finer resolution than the pitch among the sensors. This leads to a slightly higher
precision in the contour reconstruction. However, to overcome this limitation, we are
currently evaluating the possibility of performing the same operation of resampling and
interpolation directly on the 3D mesh, thus obtaining a finer mesh [38].
In terms of execution time, the proposed method is significantly faster. The computational time of the proposed method linearly scales with the number of vertices
composing the mesh. Indeed, although Equation (4) requires the adjacency list, the
maximum number of adjacent vertices is constant and fixed by the Delunay triangulation.
In the case of the curved patch, the code implementing Equation (4) takes an average of
0.075 ms to be executed for all taxels on a computer equipped with an Intel i7-10875H.
The computational time required to generate the tactile image linearly scales with
the number of rows and columns. However, the execution time of the whole pipeline
depends on the size of the contact area. Indeed, the pixels describing the contours
(extracted from the tactile image) need to be back-projected on the skin mesh. The time
required by this operation depends on how many pixels must be back-projected. In the
case of the contour following, the method based on tactile images takes an average of
3.7 ms to be executed. It is also worth discussing the worst case, when all the pixels
forming the image must be back-projected. In this case the pipeline based on tactile
images takes 7.2 ms. Although the worst case analysis could not be relevant in the case
of the contour following, it become interesting when considering filtering techniques
requiring the back-projection of all the pixels.
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Conclusion

In this paper a local filtering technique for robot skin data has been proposed. Differently from previous literature, where tactile images were used to process the contact
shape, the proposed method can be directly applied even with a non-regular and nonplanar arrangement of the tactile sensors, thus avoiding the use of additional processing
steps needed to convert the tactile data to images. In particular, it has been shown how
the proposed technique can be used to design a filter extracting sharp variations in the
contact distribution. The filter was validated in a simple task of planar contour following, where the robot was commanded to follow a straight path and a circular one. As a
possible extension of the work, several other filters can be designed to perform lowpass
filtering or noise reduction, just to name but a few.
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